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PATCHWORK COLLECTION

herringbone twill
IN GRANITE

The strands of yarn that form the herringbone
twill pattern on this square are created by
slipping stitches with the yarn on the right side
of the knitting. The square is knitted in Crea
Provenance in Granite.
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GRANITE SQUARE
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 8 (5.0mm)
Stitch: herringbone twill

224
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224 PATCHWORK COLLECTION
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TRY THIS!

HERRINGBONE TWILL SQUARE
IN GRANITE

To learn how to knit the herringbone twill stitch, follow
the instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on a multiple of 4 stitches.
Row 1: Knit 2, bring the yarn to the front of
the knitting (abbreviated as ytf), slip 2, then
take the yarn to the back (abbreviated as
ytb). Repeat knit 2, ytf, slip 2, ytb to the end
of the row.

2 Row 2: Slip 1, repeat ytf, purl 2, ytb, slip 2
to the last 3 stitches, purl 3. Row 3: Repeat
ytf, slip 2, ytb, knit 2 to the end of the row.
Row 4: Purl 1, repeat ytb, slip 2, ytf, purl 2 to
the last 3 stitches, ytb, slip 2, ytf, purl 1.

3 Rows 5 to 8: Repeat Rows 1 to 4.
Row 9: Repeat Row 3. Row 10: Slip 1,
repeat ytf, purl 2, ytb, slip 2 to the last
3 stitches, ytf, purl 2, slip 1.

4 Row 11: Repeat ytb, knit 2, ytf, slip 2 to the
end of the row. Row 12: Repeat Row 4.
Row 13: Repeat Row 3. Rows 14 and 15:
Repeat Rows 10 and 11. Row 16: Repeat Row
4. These 16 rows form the pattern.
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When you have
tacked your squares
together, label
them left 6. You’ll
need this reference
when you come to
joining your pairs
of squares for your
throw. Keep the
squares safe in
your workbasket.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
ytb = yarn to the back.
ytf = yarn to the front.
TO MAKE
Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles and
Provenance, cast on 28 sts.
Row 1: *K2, ytf, sl 2, ytb, rep from * to
the end of the row.
Row 2: Sl 1, *ytf, p2, ytb, sl 2, rep from
* to the last 3 sts, p3.
Row 3: *Ytf, sl 2, ytb, k2, rep from * to
the end of the row.
Row 4: P1, *ytb, sl 2, ytf, p2, rep from
* to the last 3 sts, ytb, sl 2, ytf, p1.
Rows 5 to 8: Rep Rows 1 to 4.
Row 9: Rep Row 3.
Row 10: Sl 1, *ytf, p2, ytb, sl 2, rep from
* to the last 3 sts, ytf, p2, sl 1.
Row 11: *Ytb, k2, ytf, sl 2, rep from * to
the end of the row.
Row 12: Rep Row 4.
Row 13: Rep Row 3.
Rows 14 and 15: Rep Rows 10 and 11.
Row 16: Rep Row 4.
These 16 rows form the patt.
Rep them twice more, then work Rows
1 to 8 again. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

JOINING THE SQUARES

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.
watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

PATCHWORK COLLECTION

brioche rib
These two brioche rib squares are for your fourth pillow.
The front and back are made up of squares in the same
stitch patterns—two squares are knitted from each ball
of yarn but they are not sewn together as a pair.

Brioche rib

225

★★

MIST SQUARE
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 8 (5.0mm)
Stitch: brioche rib

225 PATCHWORK COLLECTION

★★

TRY THIS!

BRIOCHE RIB SQUARE IN MIST

To knit the brioche rib, follow the instructions below
or go online to watch the video.

1 Row 1: With the yarn at the front, slip the
first stitch purlwise, take the yarn over the
needle to make a stitch (abbreviated as
yon) and knit the next stitch.

2 Repeat with the yarn at the front, slip
1 purlwise, yon, knit 1 to the end of the
row. Each yon makes a stitch. These extra
stitches will be worked together with a
stitch on the next row.

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
yon = yarn over the needle.
TO MAKE
Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles and
Grisaille, cast on 16 sts.
Row 1 (ws): *With the yarn at the front,
sl 1 p-wise, yon to make a st, k1, rep
from * to the end of the row.
Row 2: *With the yarn at the front,
sl 1 p-wise, yon to make a st, k2tog,
(k st and st made in previous row),
rep from * to the end of the row.
Row 2 forms the patt.
Cont in patt until the work measures
4¾ in. (12cm) from the beg. Bind off
in patt.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

3 Row 2: With the yarn at the front, slip
1 purlwise, yon, knit 2 stitches together
(abbreviated as k2tog)—the knit stitch and
the stitch made in previous row.

5 Row 2 forms the pattern and is repeated
throughout to form the brioche rib fabric.

4 Repeat with the yarn at the front, slip 1
purlwise, yon, k2tog—the knit stitch and the
stitch made in the previous row—to end of
the row.

pillow

D13

Do not tack your
squares together,
but label them both
D13. You’ll need this
reference when you
join the squares for
your throw. Keep
the squares safe in
your workbasket.

FASHION PROJECTS

tweedy cardigan

This tweed cardigan is worked in the
stockinette stitch with a simple twist
pattern on the pockets. It has wide,
ribbed borders and a cozy shawl collar.
MATERIALS
• 12[13:14:15:16] x 2 oz. (50g) balls
of Rico Fashion Modern Tweed
Aran in Marble
• Pair of size 6 (4.0mm) and size 8
(5.0mm) knitting needles
• 2 stitch holders
• Tapestry needle
• 5 buttons, 1⅛ in. (2.9cm) in
diameter
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SIZES
To suit chest 34-36[38-40:42-44:46-48:
50–52] in. (86-91[97-102:107-112:117-122:
127–132]cm).
Actual measurement 38[42:45⅝:50:54] in.
(97[107:116:127:137]cm).
Length 26[26⅜:27⅛:27½:28] in. (66[67:69:70:71]
cm).
Sleeve seam 18½[18⅞:18⅞:18⅞:19¼]cm
(47[48:48:48:49]cm).
GAUGE
17 sts and 24 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
kfb = k into the front and back of the st (1 st
increased).
Tw2 = twist 2 worked as follows: sl the next st, k1,
pass the slipped st over the st just knitted and k
into the back of it.
TO MAKE
POCKET LININGS (make 2): Using size 8
(5.0mm) needles, cast on 24 sts.
Row 1 (ws): K1, p22, k1.
Row 2: K to the end of the row.
Rep these 2 rows 13 more times, then Row
1 again, but inc 1 st at the center of the last row.
25 sts.
Cut yarn leaving a long yarn tail and leave the sts
on a stitch holder.
BACK: Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles, cast on
81[89:97:107:115] sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): K2, *p1, k1, rep from * to the last st, k1.
Rib row 2: K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to the end of
the row.
Rep these 2 rows 4 more times, but inc 2[2:2:1:2]
sts on the last row. 83[91:99:108:117] sts.
Change to size 8 (5.0mm) needles.
Beg with a k row, cont in st st to
26[26⅜:27⅛:27½:28] in. (66[67:69:70:71]cm)
from the beg, ending with a p row.
Shape shoulders
Bind off 7[8:9:10:11] sts at the beg of the next 6
rows and 8[8:8:9:10] sts at the beg of the foll
2 rows. Bind off the rem 25[27:29:30:31] sts
leaving a long yarn tail.
RIGHT FRONT: Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles,
cast on 39[43:47:53:57] sts.
Row 1 (rs): K2, (p1, k1) 3[4:5:7:8] times, p2, k2, p2,
(k1, p1) 6 times, k1, p2, k2, p2, (k1, p1) 2[3:4:5:6]
times, k2.
Row 2: (K1, p1) 3[4:5:6:7] times, k2, p2, k2, (p1, k1)
6 times, p1, k2, p2, k2, (p1, k1) 4[5:6:8:9] times.
Row 3: K2, (p1, k1) 3[4:5:7:8] times, p2, Tw2, p2,
(k1, p1) 6 times, k1, p2, Tw2, p2, (k1, p1) 2[3:4:5:6]
times, k2.
Row 4: (K1, p1) 3[4:5:6:7] times, k2, p2, k2, (p1, k1)
6 times, p1, k2, p2, k2, (p1, k1) 4[5:6:8:9] times.
Rep Rows 3 and 4 three more times, but inc 1 st
at the beg of the last row on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
sizes only. 40[44:48:53:57] sts.
Change to size 8 (5.0mm) needles.
Cont in st st with the patt for the pocket front
as foll:

Row 1 (rs): K8[10:12:16:18], p2, Tw2, p2, k13, p2,
Tw2, p2, k to the end of the row.
Row 2: P7[9:11:12:14], k2, p2, k2, p13, k2, p2, k2, p
to the end of the row.
Rep these 2 rows 14 more times.
Pocket row (rs): K8[10:12:16:18], sl the next 25
sts onto a stitch holder and in their place the k
sts of one pocket lining, k to the end of the row.
40[44:48:53:57] sts.
**Cont in st st until the work measures 16½ in.
(42cm) from the beg, ending with a p row.
Shape front edge
Dec row: K1, k2tog tbl, k to the end of the row.
(39[43:47:52:56] sts.)
Work 3 rows.
Dec 1 st in this way on the next and every foll 4th
row to 33[36:39:42:48] sts, then on every foll 6th
row until 29[32:35:39:43] sts rem.
Cont without shaping until the work measures
the same as the back to the shoulders, ending at
the side edge.
Shape shoulder
Bind off 7[8:9:10:11] sts at the beg of the next
and foll 2 alt rows. Work 1 row. Bind off rem
8[8:8:9:10] sts leaving a long yarn tail.
LEFT FRONT: Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles, cast
on 39[43:47:53:57] sts.
Row 1 (rs): K2, (p1, k1) 2[3:4:5:6] times, p2, k2, p2,
(k1, p1) 6 times, k1, p2, k2, p2, (k1, p1) 3[4:5:7:8]
times, k2.
Row 2: (K1, p1) 4[5:6:8:9] times, k2, p2, k2, (p1, k1)
6 times, p1, k2, p2, k2, (p1, k1) 3[4:5:6:7] times.
Row 3: K2, (p1, k1) 2[3:4:5:6] times, p2, Tw2, p2,
(k1, p1) 6 times, k1, p2, Tw2, p2, (k1, p1) 3[4:5:7:8]
times, k2.
Row 4: (K1, p1) 4[5:6:8:9] times, k2, p2, k2, (p1, k1)
6 times, p1, k2, p2, k2, (p1, k1) 3[4:5:6:7] times.
Rep Rows 3 and 4 three times, but inc 1 st at the
end of the last row on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd sizes
only. 40[44:48:53:57] sts.
Change to size 8 (5.0mm) needles.
Cont in st st with the patt for the pocket front
as foll:
Row 1 (rs): K7[9:11:12:14], p2, Tw2, p2, k13, p2, Tw2,
p2, k to the end of the row.
Row 2: P8[10:12:16:18], k2, p2, k2, p13, k2, p2, k2, p
to the end of the row.
Rep these 2 rows 14 more times.
Pocket row (rs): K7[9:11:12:14], sl the next 25 sts
onto a stitch holder and in their place k the sts of
the other pocket lining, k to the end of the row.
40[44:48:53:57] sts.
Work as given for the right front from ** to the
end, but work the dec row as follows:
Dec row: K to the last 3 sts, k2tog, k1.

18½[18⅞:18⅞:18⅞:19¼]cm (47[48:48:48:49]cm)
from the beg, ending with a p row. Bind off
loosely leaving a long yarn tail.
POCKET TOPS (alike): Slip the 25 sts of the
pocket onto a size 6 (4.0mm) needle with the rs
facing. Join the yarn and work the 2 Rib rows of
the back twice. Bind off loosely in rib leaving a
long yarn tail.
BUTTONHOLE BORDER: With the rs facing, join
yarn to the row below the first dec row on the
left front and, using size 6 (4.0mm) needles, pick
up and k 87 sts evenly along the straight section
to the lower edge. Beg Rib row 2, work 2 rows in
rib as for the back.
Buttonhole row 1 (ws): Rib 4, (bind off 3 sts in rib,
rib until there are 16 sts on the right needle after
the bind-off group) 4 times, bind off 3 sts, rib to
the end of the row.
Buttonhole row 2: Rib to the end of the row,
casting on 3 sts over those bound off on the
previous row. Rib 3 rows. Bind off in rib leaving a
long yarn tail.
BUTTON BORDER: With the rs facing, join yarn to
the lower edge of the right front and, using size
6 (4.0mm) needles, pick up and k 87 sts evenly
along the straight section to the row below the
first dec row.
Work as for the buttonhole border, omitting the
buttonholes.
RIGHT COLLAR: Join the shoulder seams.
Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles, cast on 7 sts.
K 2 rows.
Inc row (rs): K to the last 2 sts, kfb, k2. (8 sts.)
Cont in g st, working inc row on every 4th row
to 15 sts, then on every foll 6th row until there
are 20 sts. Work straight until the shaped edge,
when slightly stretched, fits up the right front
edge from the top of the border to the shoulder
seam, ending at the straight edge.
Next row: K to the last 3 sts, turn.
Next row: Sl 1 firmly, k to the end of the row.
Work 4 rows straight.
Rep these 6 rows until the collar, when slightly
stretched, fits around to the center-back of
the neck.
Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.
LEFT COLLAR: Work as for the right collar but
work the inc row as follows:
Inc row (rs): K2, kfb, k to the end of the row.

FINISHING
Weave in the ends. Block using the spray
SLEEVES: Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles, cast on method. Join the bind-off edges of the collar
pieces together. With the seam at the center33[35:35:37:39] sts.
Work the 2 Rib rows of the back 6 times, but inc back of the neck, sew on the collar, joining
the cast-on edges to the top of the borders.
2[2:4:4:4] sts evenly across the last row.
Sew down the pocket linings and the ends
35[37:39:41:43] sts.
of the pocket tops. Mark the depth of the
Change to size 8 (5.0mm) needles.
Beg with a k row, cont in st st but inc 1 st at each armholes 7[7½:7⅞:8⅝:9] in. (18[19:20:22:23]
end of the 3rd and every foll 6th[6th:6th:4th:4th] cm) from the shoulder seams on the back
and fronts. Sew the sleeves to the armholes
row to 45[51:61:47:49] sts, then on every foll
between the markers, then join the side and
8th[8th:8th:6th:6th] row until there are
sleeve seams. Sew on the buttons. Fold back
61[65:69:75:79] sts.
the collar.
Cont without shaping until the work measures

EASY DOES IT!

Ollie octopus
This seafaring octopus is knitted in the
round, stockinette stitch. He wears his hat at
a stylish angle and has a smile on his face.

60
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MATERIALS
• 2 x 2 oz. (50g) balls of Crea
Harmony in Teal
• 1 x 1 oz. (25g) ball of Crea
Harmony in Moonstone
• Set of four size 4 (3.5mm)
double-pointed knitting
needles
• Ring marker
• Tapestry needle
• Polyester toy stuffing
• Two ½ in. (12mm) toy safety
eyes (see designer’s tip)
• Black embroidery floss
• Fish-shaped button
Go to knit-and-stitch.com
to buy Crea yarn. See the
information chart for full details
on all the Crea yarns.

60 EASY DOES IT!
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SIZE
Approximately 10¼ in. (26cm) tall, not seated.
GAUGE
22 sts = 4 in. (10cm) over st st.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
kfb = k into the front and back of the st
(1 st increased).
TO MAKE
BODY: Using a set of size 4 (3.5mm)
double-pointed needles and Teal, cast
on 9 sts for the top edge. Divide the sts
evenly between three needles (3 sts on
each needle).
Place a marker on the right needle and join
for working in the round, taking care not to
twist the sts.
Slipping the marker on every round, work
as foll:
Round 1: K to the end of the round.
Round 2: (Kfb) 9 times. 18 sts.
Round 3: K to the end of the round.
Round 4: (K1, kfb) 9 times. 27 sts.
Round 5: K to the end of the round.
Round 6: (K2, kfb) 9 times. 36 sts.
Round 7: K to the end of the round.
Round 8: (K3, kfb) 9 times. 45 sts.
Round 9: K to the end of the round.
Round 10: (K4, kfb) 9 times. 54 sts.
Rounds 11 to 38: K to the end of the round.
Round 39: (K2tog, k7) 6 times. 48 sts.
Rounds 40 to 44: K to the end of the round.
Round 45: (K2tog, k6) 6 times. 42 sts.
Rounds 46 to 49: K to the end of the round.
Round 50: (K2tog, k5) 6 times. 36 sts.
Round 51: K to the end of the round.
Measure 2½ in. (6.5cm) from the cast-on
edge and insert the eyes (see designer’s tip),
placing them 1⅛ in. (3cm) apart. Add stuffing,
then cont as foll:
Round 52: (K2tog) 18 times. 18 sts.
Round 53: K to the end of the round.
Round 54: (K2tog) 9 times. 9 sts.
Cut yarn, leaving a long yarn tail. Thread the
cut end through the rem sts, draw up tightly
and secure the end.
TENTACLES (make 8): Using a set of size 4
(3.5mm) double-pointed needles and Teal,
cast on 21 sts. Divide the sts evenly between
three needles (7 sts on each needle). Place
a marker on the right needle and join for

working in the round, taking care not to
twist the sts.
Slipping the marker on every round, work
as foll:
Rounds 1 to 10: K to the end of the round.
Round 11: Kfb, k to the end of the round.
22 sts.
Rounds 12 to 20: K to the end of the round.
Round 21: Kfb, k to the end of the round.
23 sts.
Rounds 22 to 30: K to the end of the round.
Round 31: Kfb, k to the end of the round.
24 sts.
Rounds 32 to 40: K to the end of the round.
Round 41: (K2tog, k1) 8 times. 16 sts.
Round 42: K to the end of the round.
Round 43: (K2tog) 8 times. 8 sts.
Cut yarn, leaving a long yarn tail. Thread
the cut end through the rem sts, draw up
tightly and secure the end.
HAT: Using set of size 4 (3.5mm) doublepointed needles and Moonstone, cast
on 48 sts for the brim. Divide the sts
between three needles. Place a marker
on the right needle and join for working
in the round, taking care not to twist
the sts.
Slipping the marker on every round,
work as foll:
Rounds 1 and 2: K to the end of
the round.
Join Teal.
Round 3: With Teal, k to the end
of the round.
Cut Teal. Cont with Moonstone only.
Rounds 4 to 8: K to the end of the
round.
Round 9: (K2tog, k6) 6 times. 42 sts.
Rounds 10 and 11: K to the end of
the round.
Round 12: (K2tog, k5) 6 times. 36 sts.
Round 13: P to the end of the round
to form a ridge.
Rounds 14 to 20: K to the end of
the round.
Round 21: (K2tog, k4) 6 times. 30 sts.
Round 22: K to the end of the round.
Round 23: (K2tog, k3) 6 times.
24 sts.
Round 24: K to the end of the round.
Round 25: (K2tog, k2) 6 times. 18 sts.
Round 26: K to the end of the round.
Round 27s: (K2tog) 9 times. 9 sts.
Cut yarn, leaving a long yarn tail.
Thread the cut end through the rem sts,
draw up tightly and secure the end.

FINISHING
Weave in the ends. Gather the cast-on
stitches at the top of the body. Using black
embroidery floss, work two slanting straight
stitches for the eyebrows, then embroider
the mouth with a horizontal straight stitch
in the center and a slanting straight stitch
at each side.
Stuff the tentacles then sew the cast-on edge
of each tentacle to the bottom of the body.
Add stuffing inside the hat and sew onto
the top of the body. Turn back the brim and
sew on the button.

designer’s tip
If you are making this
octopus for a child, you can
replace the toy safety eyes
with embroidery stitches.

CUSTOMIZING TECHNIQUES

designer’s notebook:
rickrack roses
Intertwine and roll lengths of rickrack
braid to form pretty rose motifs.

R

oses made from rickrack braid are
easy to make and can be used to
embellish projects from a knitted
bracelet to a curtain tieback, a pillow
cover to a throw. They also make a perfect
decoration for fashion accessories.
Rickrack comes in a large variety of colors
and widths. For small roses use the narrow
widths and for large roses the wide widths.
Intertwine and roll up small sections of
the braid and check the size of the flower
before embarking on your project to ensure
you have the correct size and weight for
your fabric.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
THROW...
Add an embellishment to
patterned squares by sewing
rickrack roses within the design.

TO FORM ROSES
Use two lengths of rickrack to form a single rose.

1

2

3

Starting on the outside edge, fold
the edges of the rickrack over to
form the petals. Press the petals
lightly using a warm iron, if required.

Cut two 8 in. (20.3cm) lengths of
rickrack. Wrap them around each
other so they are intertwined. Now
machine- or hand-sew a straight line
across one side to hold them together.

Work a few stitches to secure the
end of the strip, then work small
stitches across one side of the
rolled strip to hold the layers together
and form the base.

Roll up the intertwined strip from
one end, being sure to keep the
outer edges even.

4
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rose bracelet

Make a pretty
iCord bracelet
and embellish
it with a rose.

FLORAL PILLOW
Top lines of simple stitching with a rose.

PRETTY
DRESS
Add a rose to
the front of a
plain dress.

POT TOP
Embellish a wicker pot
with a colorful rose.

MATERIALS
• 1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of King Cole Giza
Cotton 4 ply in White
• Pair of size 2 (2.75mm) doublepointed needles
• G/6 (4.0mm) crochet hook
• Tapestry needle
• 20 in. (50.8cm) of narrow rickrack
in pink
• Sewing needle and pink sewing
thread

SIZE
⅝ in. (1.5cm) wide x 6⅜ in. (16cm)
long, excluding ties.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
Leaving a 20 in. (50.3cm) yarn tail,
using size 2 (2.75mm) double-pointed
needles cast on 6 sts. Work an iCord
7 in. (18cm) long. Bind off, leaving a

20 in. (50.3cm) yarn tail.
Make another iCord in the same way.

FINISHING
Twist the two lengths of iCord
together, pinning if necessary to hold.
Using a length of yarn and a tapestry
needle, work small stitches to hold
the twists in place along the length
of the cords.
For the ties, using a G/6 (4.0mm)
hook and the 2 strands of yarn held
together, work a chain 4 in. (10cm)
long at each end. Fasten off. Trim the
ends to ¾ in. (2cm) long.
Press the bracelet lightly with a warm
iron over a damp cloth to slightly
flatten the cords.
Cut the pink rickrack in half and
make a rose following the instructions
on the previous page. Sew the rose
to the center of the bracelet with
pink thread.
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Create a stunning reversible throw square by square

Knit a square,
plus there’s
a ball of Albite
for your next pillow

Knit a sparkly sweater

Learn textured long stitch

Wrap yourself
up in your cozy
throw
KNITTING

CROCHET

CREWELWORK

Make a selection of knitted
vegetables

FELTING
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PATCHWORK COLLECTION 226

honeycomb stitch
The interesting texture on this square is achieved
by working into the stitch below the stitch on
the needle—the fabric takes a while to grow as
you are working into the previous row. It is knitted
in Crea Shadow in Cirrus.

CIRRUS SQUARE
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 8 (5.0mm)
Stitch: honeycomb stitch

★★
★

226 PATCHWORK COLLECTION
★★
★

TRY THIS!

HONEYCOMB STITCH SQUARE
IN CIRRUS

To knit the honeycomb stitch, follow the instructions
below or go online to watch the video.

1 Cast on an odd number of stitches.
Purl 1 row and knit 1 row.

2 Work the pattern rows. Row 1: Knit 1,
purl 1, then insert the needle purlwise
into the next stitch one row below
(abbreviated as p1B).

3 Purl the stitch, then purl the next stitch
in the usual way. Now repeat p1B, purl 1 to
the last stitch, knit 1.

4 Row 2: Knit 1, then insert the needle
knitwise into the next stitch one row
below (abbreviated as k1B).

See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
p1B = p 1 below worked as follows:
insert the needle into the st 1 row
below and purl it.
k1B = k 1 below worked as follows:
insert the needle into the st 1 row
below and knit it.
TO MAKE
Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles and
Shadow, cast on 17 sts.
P 1 row and k 1 row.
Now work in patt as foll:
Row 1 (rs): K1, p1, *p1B, p1, rep from *
to the last st, k1.
Row 2: K1, *k1B, k1, rep from * to the
end of the row.
These 2 rows form the patt.
Cont in patt until work measures
4¾ in. (12cm) from the beg, ending
with a ws row.
P 1 row. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

JOINING THE SQUARES

Block your squares, see blocking your
work, know-how 3. Then, with wrong
sides together and the edges matching,
tack around the outer edge, stitching
about one stitch from the edge.
5 Knit the stitch, then knit the next stitch
in the usual way. Now repeat, k1B, knit 1 to
the end of the row.

throw
bottom

D

6 These 2 rows form the pattern and
are repeated throughout to create the
honeycomb stitch fabric.

When you have tacked your
squares together, label them
bottom D. You’ll need this
reference when you join the
squares for your throw. Keep the
squares safe in your workbasket.

watch the video
www.knit-and-stitch.com

PATCHWORK COLLECTION

textured long stitch
These two textured long stitch squares are for your fourth
pillow. The front and back are made up of squares in the
same stitch patterns—two squares are knitted from each
ball of yarn but they are not sewn together as a pair.

ALBITE SQUARE
Size: 4¾ x 4¾ in. (12 x 12cm)
Knitting needles: size 9 (5.5mm)
Stitch: textured long stitch

Textured
long stitch

227
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TRY THIS!

TEXTURED LONG STITCH
SQUARE IN ALBITE
See “reading a pattern card” for the list
of abbreviations.

To learn how to knit the textured long stitch, follow the
instructions below or go online to watch the video.

1 Row 1: Purl to the end of the row. Row 2:
Knit 1, then repeat with the yarn at the back,
slip the next stitch purlwise, knit 1 to the end
of the row.

2 Row 3: Purl 1, then repeat with the yarn
at the front slip 1 purlwise, purl 1 to the end
of the row. Row 4: Repeat Row 2. Row 5:
Purl to the end of the row.

3 The long stitches move over by one
stitch on the second half of the pattern.
Row 6: Knit 2, then repeat with the yarn
at the back, slip 1 purlwise, knit 1 to the last
stitch, knit 1.

4 Row 7: Purl 2, then repeat with the
yarn at the front slip 1 purlwise, purl 1 to
the last stitch, purl 1. Row 8: Repeat Row
6. These 8 rows form the pattern and are
repeated throughout.

TO MAKE
Using size 9 (5.5mm) needles and
Provenance, cast on 25 sts.
Row 1 (ws): P to the end of the row.
Row 2: K1, *with the yarn at the back,
sl 1 p-wise, k1, rep from * to the end of
the row.
Row 3: P1, *with the yarn at the front,
sl 1 p-wise, p1, rep from * to the end of
the row.
Row 4: Rep Row 2.
Row 5: P to the end of the row.
Row 6: K2, *with the yarn at the back,
sl 1 p-wise, k1, rep from * to the last st, k1.
Row 7: P2, *with the yarn at the front,
sl 1 p-wise, p1, rep from * to the last st, p1.
Row 8: Rep Row 6.
These 8 rows form the patt.
Rep them 5 more times, then work
Row 1 again. Bind off.
Work another square in the same way.
Note: Each ball of yarn supplied is
enough to work 2 whole squares. If you
find you work tightly, or loosely, change
your needle size—see know-how 1,
reading a pattern card, gauge square.

making up your pillow cover

T

he code on your squares indicates
their position on the front and
back of the cover—the colors on
the diagram serve as a useful guide.
The patterns for the final pairs of squares
will appear in the next two issues.
Following the diagram and using a flat
seam, join one set of sixteen squares
together for the front and the other set of
sixteeen squares together for the back.
With wrong sides together, join the back
and front using mattress stitch, leaving an
opening at the lower edge. Insert a pillow
pad then close the opening.

D5

D7

D3

D2

D4

D9

D6

D11

D10

D1

D14

D16

D13

D8

D15

D12

Do not tack your squares
together, but label them
both D14. You’ll need
this reference when you
come to joining your
squares for the back
and front of your pillow
cover. Keep the squares
safe in your workbasket.
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This pretty fitted sweater is
worked in a fashion yarn with a
metallic thread. It has a round
neckline and short frilled sleeves.
MATERIALS
•6
 [6:7:7:8] x 2 oz. (50g)
balls of Rico Fashion
Cotton Métallisé in Copper
• Pair of size 2 (2.75mm),
size 3 (3.25mm)
and size 6 (4.0mm)
knitting needles
• 2 stitch holders
• Tapestry needle

RY • USE YO
RA

94 FASHION PROJECTS
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SIZES
To suit bust 30-32[34-36:38-40:42-44:
46-48] in. (76-81[86-91:97-102:107-112:
117-122]cm).
Actual measurement 33[36⅝:40:44⅞:48⅞]
in. (84[93:102:114:124]cm).
Length 16½[17:17⅜:17¾:18] in.
(42[43:44:45:46]cm).
Sleeve seam 7½[7⅞:7⅞:8¼:8¼] in.
(19[20:20:21:21]cm).

Cont without shaping until the armholes
measure 6⅜[6⅝:7:7½:7⅞] in. (16[17:18:19:20]
cm), ending with a p row.
Shape shoulders
Bind off 4[5:6:6:7] sts at the beg of the
next 4 rows and 5[5:5:7:7] sts at the beg
of foll 2 rows.
Cut yarn leaving a long yarn tail and leave
the rem 38[40:42:44:46] sts on a holder.

GAUGE
21 sts and 30 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over st st
using size 6 (4.0mm) needles.
ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
BACK: Using size 3 (3.25mm) needles,
cast on 75[85:95:107:117] sts.
Rib row 1 (rs): K2, *p1, k1, rep from * to the
last st, k1.
Rib row 2: K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to the end
of the row.
Rep these 2 rows for 2 in. (5cm), ending with
Rib row 2, but inc 1 st at the end of the last
row. 76[86:96:108:118] sts.
Change to size 6 (4.0mm) needles.
Beg with a k row, work 2 rows st st.
Cont in st st, shaping as foll:
Inc row: K11[12:13:15:16], puk, k to the last
11[12:13:15:16] sts, puk, k to the end of the row.
(2 sts increased.)
Work 9 rows straight.
Rep the last 10 rows until there are 88[98:
108:120:130] sts.
Cont without shaping until the work
measures 10¼ in. (26cm) from the beg,
ending with a p row.
Shape armholes
Bind off 4[5:6:7:8] sts at the beg of the
next 2 rows. 80[88:96:106:114] sts.
Dec 1 st at each end of the next 5[5:7:7:9]
rows, then every foll alt row until
64[70:76:82:88] sts rem.

FRONT: Work as given for the back until
18[20:22:24:26] rows less have been worked
to the shoulder shaping, ending with a p row.
Shape neck
Next row (rs): K18[20:22:24:26], turn and
leave the rem sts on a spare needle.
Work on the first set of sts as foll:
Cont in st st, dec 1 st at the neck edge on
the next 5 rows. 13[15:17:19:21] sts.
Work 12[14:16:18:20] rows straight, so ending
at the armhole edge. (For the second side,
work 1 more row here.)
Shape shoulder
Bind off 4[5:6:6:7] sts at the beg of the
next and the foll alt row. Work 1 row.
Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.
Return to the sts on the spare needle.
With the rs facing, place the next
28[30:32:34:36] sts on a holder, join the yarn
to the next st and k to the end of the row.
Work as given for the first side, noting the
bracketed exception.
SLEEVES: Using size 2 (2.75mm) needles,
cast on 90[98:103:111:120] sts.
K 1 row.
Change to size 6 (4.0mm) needles.
Beg with a k row, work 13 rows st st.
Dec row: P1[1:1:1:2], (p2tog)
44[48:50:54:58] times, p1[1:2:2:2].
46[50:53:57:62] sts.
Change to size 2 (2.75mm) needles.
K 1 row and p 1 row.
Change to size 6 (4.0mm) needles.
Inc row: K2, puk, k to the last 2 sts,
puk, k2.

designer’s tip
For a deeper bell-shape at
the lower edge of the sleeves,
knit more rows before working
the decrease row.

Cont to inc in this way on every foll
6th[4th:4th:4th:4th] row to 54[56:63:73:78]
sts, then on every foll 6th row until there
are 60[66:71:77:82] sts.
Cont without shaping until work measures
7½[7⅞:7⅞:8¼:8¼] in. (19[20:20:21:21]cm)
from the beg, ending with a p row.
Shape top
Bind off 4[5:6:7:8] sts at the beg of the
next 2 rows. 52[56:59:63:66] sts.
Work 0[2:4:6:8] rows straight.
Dec 1 st at each end of the next and every
foll alt row to 26[30:33:39:42] sts, then on
every row until 16[20:23:29:32] sts rem.
Bind off loosely leaving a long yarn tail.
NECKBAND: Join the left shoulder seam.
With the rs facing, join yarn and, using size
2 (2.75mm) needles, k the back neck
sts from the holder, then pick up and k
18[19:21:22:24] sts evenly down the left front
neck, k the front neck sts from the holder,
then pick up and k 19[20:22:23:25] sts evenly
up the right front neck. 103[109:117:123:131] sts.
Change to size 3 (3.25mm) needles.
Beg with Rib row 2, work 5 rows rib as given
for the back. Bind off evenly in rib leaving
a long yarn tail.
FINISHING
Block using the spray method. Join the right
shoulder and neckband seams. Set in the
sleeves, then join side and sleeve seams.
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knitted veggies
Make a selection of knitted produce to display
in your kitchen. In this issue we feature a
pumpkin, carrot and mushrooms.

73

★★

MATERIALS
Materials for the set
• 1 x 1 oz. (25g) ball of Crea
Harmony in Flint and
Moonstone
• 1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of Crea
Harmony in Tangerine,
Chartreuse, Lavender and
Fern Green
• Pair of size 4 (3.5mm) knitting
needles
• Set of four size 4 (3.5mm)
double-pointed knitting
needles
• Ring stitch marker
• Tapestry needle
• Polyester toy stuffing
Go to knit-and-stitch.com
to buy Crea yarn. See the
information chart for full
details on all the Crea yarns.

RY • USE YO
RA
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SIZES
Pumpkin, 4 in. (10cm) in diameter x 2⅜ in.
(6cm) high, excluding stalk.
Carrot, 5½ in. (14cm) long, excluding leaves.
Mushroom, cap 2 in. (5cm) in diameter x 2⅛ in.
(5.5cm) high.

pumpkin, bringing it out at the center top.
Squash the pumpkin again and push the needle
back through the pumpkin and bring it out
at the center of the base. Pull the yarn tight,
then secure it and hide the tail end inside the
stuffing. Sew the stalk to the center top.

GAUGE
22 sts = 4 in. (10cm) over st st.

TO MAKE CARROT
Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and Tangerine,
cast on 9 sts for the top edge. Divide the sts
evenly between three size 4 (3.5mm) doublepointed needles (3 sts on each needle).
Place a stitch marker on the right needle and
join for working in the round, taking care not
to twist the sts.
Slipping the marker on every round, work
as foll:
Round 1: K to the end of the round.
Round 2: (Kfb) 9 times. 18 sts.
Round 3: K to the end of the round.
Round 4: (Kfb, k1) 9 times. 27 sts.
Round 5: K to the end of the round.
Round 6: (Kfb, k8) 3 times. 30 sts.
Rounds 7 to 14: K to the end of the round.
Round 15: (K2tog, k8) 3 times. 27 sts.
Rounds 16 to 19: K to the end of the round.
Round 20: (K2tog, k7) 3 times. 24 sts.
Rounds 21 to 24: K to the end of the round.
Round 25: (K2tog, k6) 3 times. 21 sts.
Rounds 26 to 29: K to the end of the round.
Round 30: (K2tog, k5) 3 times. 18 sts.
Rounds 31 to 34: K to the end of the round.
Round 35: (K2tog, k4) 3 times. 15 sts.
Rounds 36 to 38: K to the end of the round.
Round 39: (K2tog, k3) 3 times. 12 sts.
Rounds 40 to 41: K to the end of the row.
Insert the stuffing.
Round 42: (K2tog, k2) 3 times. 9 sts.
Rounds 43 and 44: K to the end of the row.
Round 45: (K2tog, k1) 3 times. 6 sts.
Round 46: K to the end of the round.
Cut the yarn, leaving a long yarn tail.
Thread the cut end through the rem sts,
draw up tightly and secure.

ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
kfb = k into the front and back of the st
(1 st increased).
TO MAKE PUMPKIN
Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles and Tangerine,
and leaving a 15¾ in. (40cm) yarn tail, cast
on 18 sts.
Divide the sts evenly between three size 4
(3.5mm) double-pointed needles (6 sts on
each needle).
Place a stitch marker on the right needle
and join for working in the round, taking care
not to twist the sts.
Slipping the marker on every round, work
as foll:
Round 1: K to the end of the round.
Round 2: (Kfb, p1) 9 times. 27 sts.
Round 3: (K2, p1) 9 times.
Round 4: (Kfb, k1, p1) 9 times. 36 sts.
Round 5: (K3, p1) 9 times.
Round 6: (Kfb, k2, p1) 9 times. 45 sts.
Round 7: (K4, p1) 9 times.
Round 8: (Kfb, k3, p1) 9 times. 54 sts.
Rounds 9 to 31: (K5, p1) 9 times.
Round 32: (K2tog, k3, p1) 9 times. 45 sts.
Round 33: (K4, p1) 9 times.
Round 34: (K2tog, k2, p1) 9 times. 36 sts.
Round 35: (K3, p1) 9 times.
Round 36: (K2tog, k1, p1) 9 times. 27 sts.
Round 37: (K2, p1) 9 times.
Round 38: (K2tog, p1) 9 times. 18 sts.
Round 39: (K1, p1) 9 times.
Insert the stuffing.
Cut the yarn, leaving a long yarn tail.
Thread the cut end through the rem sts,
draw up tightly and secure.
STALK: Using pair of size 4 (3.5mm)
double-pointed needles and Flint, cast
on 5 sts. Work an iCord for 1⅛ in. (3cm).
Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.
FINISHING
Using the 15¾ in. (40cm) yarn tail, gather the
cast-on stitches. Do not fasten off. Squash
down the pumpkin at the top and bottom
and insert a tapestry needle and yarn through
the center at the base and up through the

FINISHING
Gather the cast-on stitches at the top of
the carrot and secure. For the leaves, using
Chartreuse, make a tassel 6⅝ in. (17cm) long
and sew to the top of the carrot. Separate the
yarn plies to make the frizzy leaves.
TO MAKE MUSHROOMS
CAP (make 2): Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles
and Flint, cast on 12 sts. Divide the sts evenly
between three size 4 (3.5mm) doublepointed needles (4 sts on each needle).
Place a stitch marker on the right needle
and join for working in the round, taking
care not to twist the sts.
Slipping the marker on every round,
work as foll:

Round 1: K to the end of the round.
Round 2: (Kfb) 12 times. 24 sts.
Round 3: K to the end of the round.
Round 4: (Kfb, k1) 12 times. 36 sts.
Cut Flint and join Moonstone.
Round 5: K to the end of the round.
Round 6: P to the end of the round to form
a ridge on the rs.
Rounds 7 to 10: K to the end of the round.
Round 11: (K2tog, k2) 9 times. 27 sts.
Rounds 12 and 13: K to the end of the round.
Round l4: (K2tog, k1) 9 times. 18 sts.
Round 15: K to the end of the round.
Round 16: (K2tog) 9 times. 9 sts.
Cut the yarn, leaving a long yarn tail. Thread
the cut end through the rem sts, draw up
tightly and secure.
STALK (make 2): Using size 4 (3.5mm) needles
and Moonstone, cast on 12 sts for the top edge.
Divide the sts evenly between three size 4
(3.5mm) double-pointed needles (4 sts on
each needle).
Place a stitch marker on the right needle and
join for working in the round, taking care not
to twist the sts.
Slipping the marker on every round, work
as foll:
Round 1: K to the end of the round.
Round 2: (Kfb, k3) 3 times. 15 sts.
Rounds 3 to 5: K to the end of the round.
Round 6: (Kfb, k4) 3 times. 18 sts.
Rounds 7 to 9: K to the end of the round.
Round 10: (K2tog) 9 times. 9 sts.
Cut the yarn, leaving a long yarn tail.
Thread the cut end through the rem sts,
draw up tightly and secure.
FINISHING
Stuff the caps and the stalks. Sew the cast-on
edge of each stalk to the cast-on edge of
each cap.
Note: See Home Comforts 74 for the turnip and
pea pod.

CUSTOMIZING TECHNIQUES

designer’s notebook:
cross stitch stars
Work cross stitch stars onto
knitted or crochet fabric.

C

ross stitch is perfect for working
motifs onto a knitted stockinette stitch
background. Use the stitches on the
fabric as a grid and work one cross stitch
over one knit stitch and one row. Use a yarn
or thread that is compatible with the project
so that the cross stitches completely cover
the knitted stitches.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR
THROW...
Following the chart below,
embellish some of the
stockinette stitch squares on
your throw with cross stitch
stars. Work them in contrasting
colors using yarns left over
from your squares.

The stars can be worked on hand- or
machine-knitted fabrics and on small
crochet stitches too. You can also work
cross stitches around a printed star shape
to emphasise the design—as on the blanket
shown overleaf.

WORKING THE CROSS STITCH ON KNITTED FABRIC
Here’s how to work the cross stitch on a stockinette stitch fabric.

1

Mark the bottom right-hand stitch of the
design with a safety pin. Insert the needle
1 in. (2.5cm) below and bring it out at the
bottom left of the marked stitch, leaving a
2 in. (5cm) tail. Make the first diagonal of
the cross over the knitted stitch. Bring the
needle out at the top left of the stitch.

2

Take out the safety pin. Work a second
diagonal to complete the first cross
stitch. Bring the needle out at the
bottom left of the next knitted stitch to the
left. Continue in this way along the row.
Work more rows directly above, so that the
base of the stitches on the row above share
the same holes as the top of the stitches on
the row below.

1 square = 1 stitch and 1 row
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EGG COZY
Add a small star to an egg cozy.

star coaster
Make a crochet
coaster with a
central star motif.

BONUS PATTERN
visit knit-and-stitch.com

STAR
SWEATER
Embellish a
ready-made
sweater with
a star.

MATERIALS
• 1 x 3½ oz. (100g) ball of Wendy
Supreme Luxury Cotton DK in Chai
• Small ball of fingerwing weight yarn
in mink
• Size C/2 (2.75mm) crochet hook
• Tapestry needle

SIZE
4¾ in. (12cm) square.
GAUGE
25 sc = 4 in. (10cm).

STAR
BLANKET
Stitch a
border of
cross stitches
around a
star motif.

ABBREvIATIONS
See reading a pattern card.
TO MAKE
Using size C/2 (2.75mm) hook and
Chai, ch31.
Foundation row (rs): Work 1 sc into the
2nd ch from the hook, 1 sc into each
ch to the end of the row. Turn.
Next row: Ch1 (does not count as a st),
work 1 sc into each sc to the end of
the row. Turn. 30 sc.
Rep the last row until the work
measures 4¾ in. (12cm) . Fasten off
leaving a long yarn tail.
Make another piece in the same way.

FINISHING
Weave in the yarn ends. Using the
mink yarn and following the chart,
work a cross stitch star centrally on
one piece of crochet, working 1 cross
stitch over 1 single crochet and 1 row.
With the wrong sides of the two
squares together and using mink yarn,
work a row of blanket stitches around
the outer edge to join the squares
together. Work each stitch over 2 rows
or 2 stitches and space the stitches
2 rows or 2 stitches apart.

1 square = 1 stitch and 1 row

